Abstract
Introduction
The basic idea behind artificial brain building is to evolve a neural net circuit at electronic speeds in dedicated hardware [1] . This evolved neural net is then executed in real-time in the same dedicated hardware. Tens of thousands of such individually evolved neural net modules can be executed in parallel. Modern electronics makes brain building possible, and the probability that Moore's law will continue for another 20 years or more, makes the prospect of brain building almost certain.
However, if one is to perform evolutionary engineering of neural nets for brain building, it is critical that the evolved systems are capable of performing the tasks required of them. We have become increasingly aware that neural net models need to be chosen that have high evolvabilities, so that they may perform well when implemented in programmable/evolvable electronics. Of course, some neural net models will outperform other models for certain applications. For this reason, it is interesting to support more than one neural net model in a brain-building machine. Further, it is important to develop neural net models that can effectively perform critical functions, such as motion control and pattern recognition, for artificial brains.
This paper presents a new neural net model that is better than any previously known neural net model for curve following. Curve following has practical applications in robot motion control (e.g. sending time-varying control signals to a robot's motors). We will now present our findings of our new neural net model, named TiPo ("Timed Pointer", pronounced "Type-Oh").
The TiPo (Timed Pointer) neural net model
Curve following is a difficult problem for traditional feedback neural net models [2] (consider figure 1). We have discovered that this is largely because of the structure of these neural networks being unable to change dynamically. That is, no changes to the structure of a neural net (weights, etc.) happen during execution. This greatly limits the dynamic processing capability of such neural nets. We have discovered a simple and effective way to make the structure of a neural net dynamic: define for each link a time window in which it is active. This is done by specifying a start and end transmission time for each link. The start time specifies the clock tick when the link will begin transmitting signals, and the end time specifies the clock tick when the link will stop transmitting signals. Thus, links can turn on and off dyanamically as the neural net is executed. This is more effective than simply turning neurons on and off, because it allows more fine-grain control. Further, this allows for discontinuities in the processing of the neural net. In fact, using these timed links, it is possible to dynamically entirely change the function of a neural net.
We have developed a new neural net model that uses these timed links (pointers), named TiPo. TiPo is a fully connected feedback neural net model. It is similar to traditional feedback neural net models, except for the timed links. The TiPo chromosome is composed of three subfields: weights, start times, and end times. There is one weight, start time, and end time associated with each link. The start and end times for a link are not allowed to cross (i.e. start ≤ end), nor pass beyond the time range of the target signal being trained for (0 → T clock ticks). The genetic operators of TiPo are: 
Experimental Results with TiPo
As shown in figures 2 and 3, TiPo is amazingly effective at curve following, even when using a small number of neurons. This potential to operate well with few neurons has importance for hardware implementations, as every extra neuron and link used requires more gates. It is interesting to note that for difficult problems, TiPo will add more and more neurons until the user-specified maximum number is reached. The fitness of the evolved neural net does improve with more neurons, but this improvement follows the law of diminishing returns.
We also performed experiments to discover the minimum number of bits required for weights and signals before the network would fail to evolve. We found that TiPo scaled very nicely for different numbers of bits. However, we found that the network would not evolve if signals and weights used less than 4 bits plus a sign bit. 
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